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Dear Stakeholders,
We ended last semester with some exciting
school events and we would also like to share
these with you.
61st Speech and Awards Day
The theme for this year was ‘Nurturing 21st
Century jun zi 君子’. Parents were invited to grace
the occasion and celebrate the academic and CCA
achievements of our students. There were also
delightful aesthetics performances by our
talented performing arts groups.

Choir performance

Mother Tongue Fortnight
The Mother Tongue Fortnight aims to develop
students’ interest in the learning of the mother
tongue languages through fun and exciting
activities.
Chinese Language
The theme for this year’s MTL Fortnight
Programme is “Appreciation of Traditional Chinese
Culture”.
The lower secondary students learnt the art of
Chinese Tea Appreciation as well as Traditional
Chinese Drums. Students also participated in a film
appreciation of “The Wayang Kids”, a local
production by Mr Raymond Tan. This movie strives
to expose young children to different cultures and
mother tongue languages in Singapore. It also
serves to promote social values, such as resilience,
strong family ties and racial harmony.

Dance performance by TLDDS

The upper secondary students learnt about the art
of Traditional Chinese Crafts such as Paper Cutting
and Chinese Knots. They also had a fun experience
trying out the Chinese Yo-yo.
Performance by the Guzheng ensemble
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Lower secondary students engaged in
Chinese tea appreciation

Besides the annual Essay Writing Competition, we
also held a school-wide Chinese Chess
Competition which attracted many students from
the respective streams and levels. Students had
fun challenging their fellow schoolmates in a
game which requires concentration, strategy, and
spatial-reasoning ability.

Students engaged in Malay traditional game
“horseshoe racing”

Students engaged in Malay traditional game
“gunny sack pulling”

Tamil Language
Students engrossed in Chinese chess

Malay Language
The theme for this year’s Malay Language MTL
Fortnight was ‘Malay Traditional Games’.
Students participated actively in the traditional
games such Rumah Dayak, Keleret, Lereng and
many more.
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Our Tamil Language Unit organised a variety of
activities during the annual MTL Fortnight. The
primary focus of these activities is to encourage
the students to actively converse in Tamil and
appreciate the Tamil culture. This year, we placed
emphasis on contemporary dances and ancient
games. Our students participated actively in the
competitions and workshops and appreciated the
cultural nuances of Tamil Language.
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Students learning a traditional Indian dance
from a dance instructor

Students learning about 3D Printing with Mechatronics
at Temasek Polytechnic

'Future City - Sustainable Living Goals' Event at
The Istana

Students presenting on ancient bull fights in India

Advanced Elective Modules (AEMs)
Punggol Secondary School collaborated with
Republic Polytechnic, Temasek Polytechnic,
Nanyang Polytechnic and Ngee Ann Polytechnic to
provide the Secondary 3 Express students a
chance to participate in the AEMs. Our students
were exposed to practice-oriented approaches,
where they applied the knowledge learnt to
authentic learning contexts that enabled them to
discover their strengths and interests.

In
collaboration
with
Science
Centre,
The Istana held an event 'Future City – Sustainable
Living Goals' on Labour Day. The event, which was
held at The Istana, was open to the public to
showcase how the individual and the community
can play a role in achieving sustainable
development goals as well as how one can
leverage STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics) for a sustainable future.
A group of Secondary 3 students showcased
projects related to waste management and clean
energy which they had carried out during their
Applied Learning Programme (ALP) lessons when
they were in Secondary 1 and 2. These projects
were designed for students to adopt a hands-on
approach to foster the joy of learning.
The students shared how red wriggler worms can
be used to break down organic food waste into
useful nutrients in the vermicomposting process.

Students learning about Digital Circuit Technology
at Ngee Ann Polytechnic
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The students were also given an opportunity to
present to the President, Mdm Halimah Yacob
who tried some of the hands-on activities.

A boy exploring the red wriggler worms

They also shared how solar panels and motors can
be used to construct a solar-powered car and how
hydrogen can be used as an alternative energy
resource and the working principles behind
hydrogen fuel cell technology.

Students sharing about ALP to our President,
Mdm Halimah Yacob

The Garang Race
Three teams from Punggol Secondary School took
part in an adventure race organised by Greendale
Secondary School. In this unique foot race, teams
competed against each other to navigate to
checkpoints around Punggol, Lorong Halus and
Coney Island in the fastest possible time. At the
same time, each team was required to perform
tasks that were either related to Outdoor
Education or complete challenges that required
teamwork and effort.

A member of the public trying the
hydrogen fuel powered car

Students explaining how solar panels and motors can
be used to construct a solar-powered car
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PSS team members encouraging each other
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To prepare for the race, our teams began their
training two weeks in advance, spending
afternoons with Physical Education teachers and
Co-Curricular Activity (CCA) Leaders from various
CCAs to practise and brush up skills such as knots,
lashings, first aid, setting up tents as well as other
Outdoor Education related topics.

Despite facing many challenges during the race,
our girls’ team, which comprised of Tan Li Xuan
(4B), Jennifer Baey (4N3), G Durga Dharishi (4C)
and Ang Jia Sui Pauline (4A), battled it out to
emerge as overall Champions in the Girls’
Category. Our mixed team performance was also
commendable, attaining the fourth position out of
thirteen teams.

Our girls’ team – Overall Champions in the
Girls’ Category

The importance of team communication
especially when you cannot see

The team getting instructions from
the station master
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